
Breathing for Health and Relaxation
“Breathing in, I calm body and mind. 

Breathing out, I smile. 
Dwelling in the present moment 
I know this is the only moment.” 

- Thich Nhat Hanh 

Patterns of breathing 

The body’s natural state is health and well-being. Yet we can adopt habits that block us from 
experiencing our most easeful, healthy state.  

These patterns may accumulate over a lifetime. Even when they’re not healthy, the nervous 
system accommodates and repeats them. Interestingly, breathing patterns can be “contagious” 
habits and we often seek out those who breathe like us. 

You can learn more about these breathing patterns and practices to address them in Donna 
Farhi’s book The Breathing Book: Good Health and Vitality Through Essential Breath Work, 
available on Amazon. 

Reverse breathing  

- Belly moves in on inhale and out on exhale, pelvic floor closes on inhale and 
opens on exhale. 

- Chronic tension in the upper back, shoulders, neck, and jaw. 
- Indigestion, heartburn, bloating, flatulence, or feeling of a lump in throat. 
- Clumsy and uncoordinated (basic breathing pattern upside-down). 

Try:  
1) Allow belly to move out on inhale and in on exhale. Don’t force it; just allow. 
2) Slow down so you can become aware of your breathing.  

Chest breathing – very common (whole body moves up) 

– Naturally occurring reflex when startled or scared – gasp, pull in belly and breathe 
high in chest. 

– Automatic when you touch a keyboard.  
o Your breath rate increases typing; hence the associated anxiety & tension. 

– Tension not alleviated by massage.  

* Please note this is a short summary of patterns and possible practices to address them. All practices are presented 
to the best of my knowledge; you are fully responsible for determining if the practice is right for you. By reading 
this, you agree to take full responsibility for yourself and your wellbeing. 
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– May not digest & eliminate well. 
– Correlated to heart disease – if the diaphragm is not descending fully, then it may 

impact the flow of blood back to heart. 

Try:  
1) Relax your shoulders and upper back. 
2) Allow your belly to swell on the inhale. 
3) Get rid of tight-fitting clothes that restrict the movement of the diaphragm. 
4) Explore how you feel about your body – Do you have expectations about 

your weight, age, shape? 
5) Stay present and be aware if you’re hurrying or racing into the future. 

Collapsed (whole body moves down) 

– Shoulders may hunch. 
– Too little tone in the lower body:  

o Organs are bloated and stagnant. 
o Heart and lungs are listless. 

– Sigh and gasp frequently to get more air. 
– Often lively, but from the neck up – with lots of ideas. 

Try:  
1) Increase the tone in your body.  
2) Open the center of your body. The inward curling may be an emotional 

response, so a therapist may be a great support in addressing this pattern. 
3) Press into the ground & allow the force to rebound up through your body, 

which will help you lift & elongate through the abdomen. 

Hyperventilation 

– Natural consequence of chest breathing. 
– Hyperventilating is breathing quickly no matter what you’re doing. 
– When your diaphragm can’t descend completely during the inhale, your lungs 

can’t expand fully, so you receive less oxygen with each breath. Then to get more 
oxygen, people increase the number of breaths - leading to hyperventilation. 

– Associated with fatigue, exhaustion, heart palpitations, rapid pulse, dizziness, 
numbness/tingling in limbs, yawning, chest / stomach / muscle pain, feeling like 
you have a lump in throat, insomnia, nightmares, and poor memory and 
concentration.  

* Please note this is a short summary of patterns and possible practices to address them. All practices are presented 
to the best of my knowledge; you are fully responsible for determining if the practice is right for you. By reading 
this, you agree to take full responsibility for yourself and your wellbeing. 
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Try:  
1) Check in with yourself frequently - How is the quality of your breath? What 

is the rate of your breath? Are you chest or mouth breathing (signs of 
hyperventilation, versus belly and nose breathing)?   

2) Increase the length of your exhale – breathe slowly and low into your belly. 
3) Relax your shoulders and chest. 
4) Allow your belly to swell on the inhale. 
5) Get rid of tight-fitting clothes, which restrict the movement of the 

diaphragm. 
6) Slow down - Are you hurrying or racing? Take a breath before your answer 

the phone. Build more time into your day - park a block away, write by hand, 
drive more slowly, breathe at red lights, etc. 

7) Do repetitive work that involves slow, rhythmic movement like shoveling, 
knitting, folding laundry, ironing, chopping, etc. 

8) Stay present – Is mind in the future planning or rehearsing? 

Throat Holding 

– Chronic neck, jaw, and facial muscle tension – it may even be visible clenching. 
– Tension in your voice – you may sound panicked and in a hurry.  
– Voice may be higher and / or whispery. 

Try:  
1) When your notice tension, open your mouth and sigh or say “ahh”. 
2) Relax your jaw, throat, & tongue. 
3) Let your facial muscles drop. 
4) Lower your voice and feel it come from your belly. 
5) Consider what it is that you need to say and express. A coach or therapist 

may be a great ally in approaching the psychological habits associated with 
throat holding. 

These two habits are commonly found associated with the previous breathing patterns: 

Breath Grabbing 

– Not allowing for or rushing though the pause at the end of exhale. 
– Feel rushed and pressured in your life. 
– Interrupt and / or finish other people’s sentences. 

* Please note this is a short summary of patterns and possible practices to address them. All practices are presented 
to the best of my knowledge; you are fully responsible for determining if the practice is right for you. By reading 
this, you agree to take full responsibility for yourself and your wellbeing. 
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Try:  
1) Allow for the pause at the end of the exhale. You can’t make it happen. 

Rather it’s a natural result of learning to relax in the breath. Trust that both 
the pause and the next inhale will come on its own. 

2) Pause before speaking. 
3) Observe your breathing while listening to others. 
4) Create bigger pauses in your life – take breaks and rests in which you are 

still and quiet. 

Frozen Breathing 

– Suppress movements of breath – the inside is moving (organs), but the outer 
“shell” (muscular structure) is stiff. 

– Common in goal-oriented people. 
– Hold breathe frequently. 

Try:  
1) Soften and release muscle tightness – try yoga, massage, or tai chi, etc. 
2) Release your shoulders and arms out to sides – often people hold their limbs 

close to the body, which creates tension. Make room for you belly and the 
natural internal expansion outwards with the breath by releasing any 
additional holding in the body. 

3) Find support. This habit is associated with bracing and protecting yourself. 
The more supported you feel, the more you’ll be able to soften the hard outer 
“wall”. 

* Please note this is a short summary of patterns and possible practices to address them. All practices are presented 
to the best of my knowledge; you are fully responsible for determining if the practice is right for you. By reading 
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